
A HERITAGE OF SMALLNESS ESSAY

In Nick Joaquin's essay, â€œA Heritage of Smallnessâ€•, he emphasized how the Filipino people can be so much
contented with all that is small, all that is little and all.

We have to admit that most of us fear big things, some of us fear big risks, fear big responsibilities, to the
extent that we lose focus or interest in doing things that will greatly improve us. We should be always
challenged. Even carabao horn, an obvious material for native craftsmen, has not been used to any extent
remotely comparable to the use of ivory in the ivory countries. And so we circle back to literature. But what if
this cigarette vendor has a wife and has 3 children? And secondly, instead of always splitting into groups, we
should learn to be cooperative and work hand in hand for the development of our country. We are battered by
white colonizers whom we can easily recognize but have difficulties acknowledging the brown and yellow
business colonizers among us who shackle our attempts to keep our noses above water. The Dominicans also
offered him a two-year scholarship to the Albert College in Hong Kong, and he accepted. We lack the
willingness to prolong our level of zealousness to work. They request for easy exam questions and easy
homeworks, and complain of headaches when given difficult tasks. Which, I guess is such a lame reason for us
to work. Hence, maybe this is why the elderly will always be complaining about the youth and the loss of
culture in any period in history, everywhere. This is one of the mind-bugling realities of the Filipino Life. But
do his words, however true, speak in absolute terms? This is just enough for a man without a family to
support. Buying only what one needs is not a bad thing compared to buying more than what one even wants.
Joaquin should have properly worded his article to clarify that, more than industrialisation, it is culture that we
need most to progress. But is that something necessarily lesser? If you think you have short legs when you
actually have long legs, you will probably decline to join a high jump competition. An industry unguided by
ethics will rape the world, murder it, and leave us all for dead; a mindless machine bent on making more
money and less art. Is it presumptive of me to even call the indigenous tribes my people when I only know of
the existence of a handful and seen even less individuals up close and personal? Sadly, when we fear big
responsibilities, most of us Filipinos creates an amoeba-like thinking. And I let it because what it postulated
was true: Filipinos of ages past preferred and excelled in the small endeavor, whether this was literature,
architecture, business, or industry. These are simply facts, and people ignore facts at their peril. Some believe
that stories about x group should only be written by writers who are x.


